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Abstract Coauthorship links actors at the micro-level of scientists. Through electronic
databases we now have enough information to compare entire research disciplines over time.
We compare the complete longitudinal coauthorship networks for four research disciplines
(biotechnology, mathematics, physics and sociology) for 1986–2005. We examined complete
bibliographies of all researchers registered at the national Slovene Research Agency. Known
hypotheses were confirmed as were three new hypotheses. There were different coauthoring
cultures. However, these cultures changed over time in Slovenia. The number of coauthored
publications grew much faster than solo authored productions, especially after independence
in 1991 and the integration of Slovenian science into broader EU systems. Trajectories of
types of coauthorship differed across the disciplines. Using blockmodeling, we show how
coauthorship structures change in all disciplines. The most frequent form was a core-periphery structure with multiple simple cores, a periphery and a semi-periphery. The next most
frequent form had this structure but with bridging cores. Bridging cores consolidate the center of a discipline by giving it greater coherence. These consolidated structures appeared at
different times in different disciplines, appearing earliest in physics and latest in biotechnology. In 2005, biotechnology had the most consolidated center followed by physics and
sociology. All coauthorship networks expanded over time. By far, new recruits went into
either the semi-periphery or the periphery in all fields. Two ‘lab’ fields, biotechnology and
physics, have larger semi-peripheries than peripheries. The reverse holds for mathematics
and sociology, two ‘office’ disciplines. Institutional affiliations and shared interests all impact
the structure of collaboration in subtle ways.
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1 Introduction
Garfield (1955) and Price (1963, 1965) are widely credited with founding contemporary
bibliometric studies of science. Following their pioneering efforts, much of the early work in
the bibliometry was based on relatively small manually gathered citation and coauthorship
networks. The field had new impetus in 1990s with the development of the electronic bibliographic databases and establishment of Garfield’s Web of Science (see for example, Garfield
1979). Since then, the number of studies analyzing bibliographic networks on a large scale
increased dramatically and the field split into analysis of the directed citation networks and
the symmetric coauthorship networks.“The number of studies on scientific collaboration has
been increasing in the last few decades since researchers, as well as science policy decision
makers, have begun to recognize the applicability of these approaches for analytical monitoring of the developments of science (Yasuhiro and Yoshiko 2006).” Coauthorship networks are
approached in different ways: some focus on aggregated levels of cooperation among institutions (Corley et al. 2006; Kretschmer et al. 2006) and countries (Gómez et al. 1999) while
others focus on the cooperation of individual researchers (Moody 2004). The latter evolved
from the analysis of simple network characteristics (Newman 2004) to network modeling
based on several approaches including the analysis of scale free random networks and the
power law (Barabási et al. 1999, 2002), preferential attachment (Wagner and Leydesdorff
2005), approaches based on information diffusion (Lambiotte and Panzarasa 2009) and other
aspects that contribute to the scientific understanding of collaboration (Kretschmer 1997,
1999; Kundra and Kretschmer 1999). Moody reports that for a coauthorship network of sociologists for 1969–1999, based on data extracted from Sociological Abstracts, did not form a
scale-free network (Moody 2004).
Here, we study complete longitudinal coauthorship networks of Slovenian scientists for
four research disciplines: physics, mathematics, biotechnology, and sociology. The basis for
our study is Newman’s (2004) analysis and comparison of coauthorship networks constructed
from three bibliographic databases in biology, physics, and mathematics. Our examination
of patterns in collaboration networks of Slovenian scientists draws on his study and adds
two substantial components. We include collaboration networks of sociologists in order to
extend comparisons of strictly natural and technical sciences to include a representative of
the social sciences. Also, we study changes in the structure of collaboration networks over
time.
The networks analysed here are complete in two ways. First, in the context of describing
networks, we have complete information on all ties among all members of the networks within
Slovenia. Second, our data consists of complete bibliographies of all registered researchers
in Slovenia who work in four disciplines selected for study with the expectation that they
would differ from each other and also cover a wide range of disciplinary patterns.
Our article is structured as follows. We first list hypotheses extracted for the literature. We
then present an overview of selected static and longitudinal network characteristics for the
four disciplines. Next, we consider four consecutive five-year intervals, for all four selected
disciplines, and cluster the coauthorship networks using generalized blockmodeling (Doreian
et al. 2005). The main structural feature revealed by these analyses is the extent to which
these networks all exhibited a multiple core-periphery structure. We then examine how the
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blockmodel structure of these sequences of collaborative networks are related to the organizational structure of the research institutions in Slovenia, the special research topics in the
scientific fields and other factors that are connected to the scientific collaboration. Finally
conclusions are drawn and avenues for further work are sketched.

2 Research hypotheses
Based on earlier studies of bibliometric databases and broader knowledge concerning scientific collaboration, a set of research hypothesis were extracted to structure our study of
collaboration networks in four scientific disciplines.
H1 Different research disciplines have different publication cultures (Price 1963; Hicks and
Katz 1996).
H2 Researchers from natural and technical sciences collaborate more than researchers from
social sciences (Price 1963).
H3 The number of coauthored publications is growing faster than number of single authored
publications in all scientific disciplines (Price 1963).
H4 The collaboration culture of the natural sciences has been present for a long time in
Slovenia. In contrast, collaboration in the social sciences gained its relevance in the
last 10 years, mainly because of the pressure towards the internationalization of the
Slovenian science.
H5 Collaboration structure, regardless the research discipline, sooner or later consolidates
into a core-periphery structure (Ferligoj and Kronegger 2009).
Consolidation is fostered by integrating each discipline into international policy and collaborative environments. In Slovenia, the important factors were gaining independence
in 1991 and the integration of its national science system into European Union (EU)
structures. The time of consolidation also depends of the approach taken to research
problems including the distinction between teamwork of “lab” disciplines and individual research of “office” disciplines1 .
H6 Changes of the network structure can be explained by three types of factors: formal factors, defined by organizational structure of research (Perianes-Rodríguez et al. 2010),
content of the research (Kuhn 1962) and informal social organization which stands
beside the formal organization of the discipline (Crane 1972).

3 Data
The data set used here was obtained from two commonly connected sources in Slovenia:
(i) the Current Research Information System (SICRIS) which includes the information on
all active researchers registered at the Slovenian Research Agency and (ii) the Co-operative On-Line Bibliographic System & Services (COBISS) which contains a database of
all publications available in Slovenian libraries. Connecting these systems gives a unique
officially maintained database of complete personal bibliographies of all researchers registered in Slovenia. SICRIS provides additional information on the education, positions and
employment of researchers, information on the research groups and the institutions as well as
1 The disciplines labeled as ‘lab’ disciplines have a built-in feature of researchers working together in labo-

ratories which necessitates collaborative activity. In contrast,‘office’ disciplines do not have this feature and
provide greater freedom for individual researchers to work in their own offices.
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Fig. 1 Complete coauthorship network of four disciplines. The four groups in the inner part of the network
represent physicists on left, mathematicians on the bottom, biotechnologists on the right and sociologists on
the top. The inner circle represents researchers who are registered at the Slovenian Research Agency and work
in other research fields. The outer circle represents authors who are not researchers registered at the Research
Agency

information on both the projects and programs involving Slovenian researchers. Both systems
are technically maintained by the Institute of Information Science in Maribor (IZUM).
All researchers registered to work in the fields of physics, mathematics, biotechnology or
sociology in Slovenia who were in SICRIS in September 2008 were included in this study.
Collaboration between the researchers is operationalized by coauthorship of publications.
A symmetric tie between two researchers is measured by coauthorship of relevant scientific
contribution2 . The data set analyzed here is based on all publications issued in the years from
1986 to 2005. The construction of the network differs from similar studies, (e.g. Newman
2004) and (Moody 2004), since the key information for the analysed scientific field about
authors and topics is available from the SICRIS database and not in keywords or topic tags
of the articles which is usually available bibliographic databases.
The complete coauthorship network of researchers from the four analyzed disciplines with
all their coauthors3 consists of 8,118 units and 84,939 ties. Describing the units (scientists),
250 are physicists, 152 are mathematicians, 105 biotechnologists, and 117 are sociologists.
In addition to these 624 units defined for our primary network, there are 1990 authors who are
researchers registered at the Slovenian Research Agency and work in other research fields,
and 5504 authors who are not registered at the agency and are therefore non-native researchers or, in a small number of cases, unregistered researchers (see Fig. 1). The network has
3899 loops, representing single authored publications and 50246 multiple lines which are
summed into the valued connections that present higher number of co-publications.
Essentially, the whole network is one component containing 96% of units. There are 38
nontrivial components of size at least 2 units but they contain only 0.4% (31) units. All but
one consist of one or two authors from the primary group of 624 researchers.
2 Relevant scientific contributions are defined by the Slovenian Research Agency and include original, short or

review articles, published scientific conference contributions, monographs or parts of monographs, scientific
or documentary films, sounds or video recordings, complete scientific databases, corpus and patents.
3 For some them we do not have complete information on their personal networks.
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Table 1 Summary statistics of general network properties by disciplines
Physics

Math.

Biotech.

Sociology

Primary network
Number of active authors

250

152

105

117

Bibl. units per author

52.5

23.9

21.4

29.9

Coauthors in bibl. unit (single excl.)

4.6

2.8

4.6

3.7

Single authorships (%)

5

32.9

8

52.4

Coauthorships within the disc (%)

72.2

29

46.5

27.6

Coauthorships within the agency (%)

44.3

25.4

67.6

26.1

Coauthorships outside the agency (%)

62.7

28.2

35.4

16.4

Extended network
Largest component (%)

97.2

80.3

97.5

90.8

Number of components

11

43

7

24

Average distance

4.5

5.5

4

4

Largest distance

10

14

8

9

Clustering coefficient

0.246

0.493

0.419

0.490

Density

0.0019

0.0045

0.0057

0.0098

Average degree

9.1

5.6

8.2

8.7

4 General network properties
Our analysis of the coauthorship network properties by research disciplines confirms large
differences between the disciplines. The number of physicists is 250, more than twice the
number of researchers working in biotechnology or sociology. (See Table 1, line 1.) The differences are even larger in the extended network including secondary units. If we put aside
the size of network, physicists, on average collaborate with 18 other authors, mathematicians
with 7, biotechnologists with 13 and sociologists with 7. Physicists and biotechnologists
seem to have similar pattern of collaboration: they both collaborate with others much more
than mathematicians and sociologists whose publication activity reflects a culture of single
author publishing. Such patterns can be observed through many network properties; high
number of coauthors per bibliographic unit; high numbers of bibliographic units per author
for physicists and biotechnologists and low quantities for sociologists and mathematicians.
Focusing on this pattern, the first two disciplines could be labeled as “lab” disciplines, and the
second two as “office” disciplines. In general, the number of published bibliographic units
proportionally follows the sizes of networks with some deviation for biotechnology. Relatively small number of publications per author may be a consequence of the late establishment
of the biotechnology as a research discipline in Slovenia4 .
Although the focus of this article is coauthorship, the information on single authored
publications in the network is important. Table 1 (lines 5–7) presents the number of publications published with coauthors divided by the number of all publications. In a publication,
an author can coauthor with researchers from more than one category of researchers which
means the sum of quantities often exceed 100%. Regarding all publications published or copublished by authors from sociology, more than half of publications are single authored and
for mathematicians the proportion is above 30%. In contrast, physicists and biotechnologists
4 Biotechnology developed in the 1970s and is considered as “young discipline”.
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Fig. 2 Types of publications by disciplines

publish as single authors far less often. (See Table 1, line 4.) Physicists mostly publish in
cooperation with colleagues from their discipline and with researchers from abroad, while
biotechnologists more often cooperate with Slovenian researchers from other disciplines.
Collaboration of mathematicians and sociologists with colleagues within their discipline and
researchers from other disciplines follows a similar pattern. The difference between these
two disciplines is seen in the mathematicians’ higher collaboration with researchers who are
not part of the Slovenian science system. (See Table 1.)
In all disciplines, the number of publications per one author seems very high in comparison to the similar analysis of Newman (2004). The main reason for this is the long time
period considered here. A secondary reason is that the definition of coauthorship in our study
has a broader connotation. Other previously analysed databases do not include information
on attendance of conferences, or information on monograph publications. Regarding these
differences, we also have to consider differences in types of publications between disciplines
shown in Fig. 2. All researchers but biotechnologists primarily publish scientific articles. If
we include short scientific articles, the proportion of published articles is the highest among
mathematicians followed by physicists, biotechnologists and lastly sociologists. In biotechnology, the most common form of publishing is in published scientific conference proceedings
with a contribution or abstract. Sociologists lead in the publication of monographs and with
contributions to such publications. They lead also in the production of scientific databases
and corpuses. An interesting gap can be observed in the publication of scientific databases or
corpuses and patents which indicates clearly different approaches to research productions.
Biotechnologists and physicist are patenting more, sociologists more often gather information into databases and corpuses, and mathematicians more often publish their findings in
short articles.
The size of networks and coauthorship activity of researchers who work in specific research
field, is shown by several network characteristics. The largest component is defined as the
largest connected group of individuals in the network. For physicists and biotechnologists,
the largest components cover more than 97% of all units in their network. In the network of
sociologists this is about 90% and in the network of mathematicians 80% of all authors are in
the largest component of their network. Thus, all four disciplines tend to be well connected
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communities of researchers with collaborations although this is less true for mathematicians.
In general, the number of components usually corresponds with the number of nodes in
the network. Here, the number of components clearly indicates differences of collaboration
structure between “lab” and “office” disciplines and is independent of the size of the network.
The distance in the network is defined as length of shortest path between two selected nodes.
The distance between two authors who collaborate is 1. Average distances in the four networks considered here generally correspond to those found by Newman (2004). The average
distance is the highest among mathematicians, followed by physicists, biotechnologists and
sociologists5 .
The global clustering coefficient can be viewed as the average probability of a tie between
coauthors of a selected author. For the analysed extended networks, the clustering coefficient
is highest for sociologists and mathematicians, slightly lower among biotechnologists and
the lowest among physicists. However, interpreting differences in clustering coefficients is
complicated by differences between disciplines (Newman 2004) and (later) we examine the
actual clustering of these networks via blockmodels. Density is defined as the number of
lines in a simple network expressed as proportion of the maximum possible number of links
(de Nooy et al. 2005, p. 63). Density should not be confused with the previously mentioned
structure of collaboration where we presented data on the number of different coauthored
articles. Density is based on the number of different coauthors of selected author. The network
of sociologists is the densest followed by networks of biotechnologists, mathematicians and
physicists in that order.
Another characteristic is the degree of a vertex in the network. This is the number of lines
incident with a vertex (de Nooy et al. 2005, p. 63). Here, degree is the number of different
authors with whom a selected author has published. Again the physicists in average collaborate with the highest number of different coauthors. They are followed by sociologists who,
on average, collaborate with 8.7 others (when they collaborate) biotechnologists with 8.2
and mathematicians with 5.6 different coauthors. Again, we remind readers that 20 years of
publication activity is examined for each discipline.

5 Collaboration through time
Here, we present information on coauthorship networks over time for the 20 year period from
1986 to 2005. For some purposes, this is a long time period for analysis of a social system
responding only to endogenous changes. However, when the environment within which it
operates changes, these external changes merit attention. For the Slovenian science system
there were crucial changes that must be considered. First, Slovenia attained independence in
1991. Second, the new country started to be integrated into the scientific environment of the
EU. This meant that Slovenia, given the EU formal organization, started to adopt and implement its own science policies. These developments also occurred within broader changes
occurring at the global level. For example, there was a dramatic growth of international
collaboration (Wagner and Leydesdorff 2005; Gómez et al. 1999). The important change in
collaboration culture in Slovenia is clearly indicated by break of the trend in time series of
absolute number of published single authors and coauthored publications. As shown in Fig. 3
the change started in early nineties, coincidentally with independence of the country in 1991
and the development of the Internet and electronic communications in 1990s (Laudel 2001).

5 Some care is needed in interpreting these differences because the networks considered here differ in size.
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Both seem consequential changes in the broader international environment with which any
national scientific community must operate.
The time series of collaboration structures presented in Fig. 4 clearly reveal the changes
that occurred within the four scientific communities studied here. The values shown in these
time series are numbers of articles published as single author or in coauthorship with authors
from selected category divided with all articles published in that year. We note that a ‘single
article’ can be coauthored with authors from different categories of authors (from the same
discipline, from other disciplines in Slovenia or from authors from abroad). Some of the general characteristics of the four community networks were described in the previous section.
(See Table 1.) The most important of these are: (i) the high proportion of single authored
publications within sociology and within mathematics; (ii) the high level of collaboration by
physicists within their discipline and with authors from abroad and (iii) the collaboration of
biotechnologists with researchers from other disciplines within the country. The major difference between mathematicians and sociologists is that mathematicians write more articles
with researchers from other countries. Looking closely at the changes in publication behavior over time, there was a dramatic drop in the proportion of single authored publications
among mathematicians and sociologists throughout the 20 year period. The proportion of
single authored papers by mathematicians gradually decreased for 10 years, while among
sociologists it remained high for about 10 years before dropping quite sharply and stabilizing
around 2000. For mathematics, the percentage of single authored papers dropped from being
slightly above 60% to fall below 30%. In sociology, this percentage rose slightly to above 80%
before dropping to slightly below 40%. In sociology single authored publications remain the
most frequent form of publishing, while mathematicians started to publish more with others
within the discipline and with foreign researchers. For mathematicians, collaboration within
the discipline, within the research agency and outside the research agency was stable until just
after 1990. Thereafter, all three trajectories climb steadily. Among sociologists, if anything,
there was a decline in all three through the mid-1990s before these three trajectories rise.
Collaborations within the discipline were about the same as within mathematics at the end
of the 20 year period, albeit with a little more fluctuation.
Coauthorship in sociology in Slovenia over time shows a different trend than the one
obtained by Moody (2004) who reported steady increase of coauthored articles published in
ASR (1936–1999) and Sociological Abstracts (1963–1999).
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In physics, the proportion of solo authored productions remained very low through the
entire interval with very little change. Within biotechnology, there is an overall decline in
solo authored production that ends at about the same level as for physics. This is far lower
than the corresponding proportions for mathematics and sociology. The proportion of collaboration within physics rise steadily throughout the 20 years. The levels of collaboration
outside the research agency, with more fluctuations, also rises. The proportions for collaboration with researchers from other disciplines who are registered at the Slovenian Research
Agency changes with a drop after 2000 before a steady climb through the end of the study
period. The trajectories for biotechnology show much more variation than for physics for all
forms of collaboration. Collaboration with the researchers registered at the research agency
remains high throughout and finishes the highest among the four disciplines. Collaboration
within biotechnology is much higher at the end of the 20 year period and the second highest
collaborative form for this field at the end of the 20 year interval. It is higher than for both
biotechnology and sociology but not physics. This volume of change through time can be
viewed as consistent with it being a “young discipline” that is still in the process of defining
the form of its collaborative activity.
Change within four time periods
For a more detailed analysis, we focus on collaborations of scientists, each within their own
research discipline, for four 5-year periods. Here we consider only the primary authors, those
researchers registered in Slovenia to work in one of the four observed disciplines —physics,
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mathematics, biotechnology and sociology6 . We look at the changes in the structure of the
coauthorship networks. In order to dampen annual fluctuations in these networks, we divided
the twenty-year period into four consecutive five-year intervals. We treat them as snapshots
of the form of collaboration networks for the four research disciplines in years 1986 through
1990. The first period (1986–1990) is the period before Slovenia became independent and
started to implement its own science policies. The remaining three periods (1991–1995,
1996–2000 and 2001–2005) range from the beginnings of the new implementations to when
the Slovene science system was already well integrated into systems of the EU.
We anticipated that the network structures would change over time for each scientific
field. We look at some of the overall indicators of network structures before moving on the
delineation of these structures in terms of blockmodels. Results for the simple indicators of
networks are shown in Table 2. The major items are:
–
–

Every coauthorship network grew in size from one period to the next with increases both
in the number of vertices (scientists) and edges (collaborative ties).
The change in network density differs across the four disciplines:
–
–
–
–

–

–

–

The average degree rises across all periods for all four disciplines. Not only is the amount
of collaboration increasing across the four periods, each author involved in coauthorship
activity has, on average, more collaborative partners.
The average distance also rises across all periods for all four disciplines. This suggests
that topics that were once separated, each with its own group of specialists, are becoming more linked over collaborative activities. This is also a necessary consequence of an
expanding network.
The change in the number of components over time differentiates the disciplines:
–

–
–
–

For physics, the density drops steadily across the four periods. In part, this reflects
real change and, in part, this is due to this network being the largest for every period.
For sociology, the density rises through each period. In large measure, the early
increase can be attributed to there being very little collaborative activity early on.
The density for biotechnology changes little save for doubling in 1991–1995 before
dropping close to the starting level.
The density of the mathematics network changes little from the first period to the
second before dropping to the same level for the last two periods.

The number of components changes little for physics and sociology across the four
periods. However, there are about double the number of components in sociology
than in physics suggesting that, in terms of core subject matter, physics has a more
coherent subject domain than sociology.
The number of components doubles across the four periods for mathematics suggesting a fragmented field.
In biotechnology, if anything, the number of components declines modestly suggesting a narrower core focus.

Change in the largest component, in the sense of the percentage of authors connected in
this component, increases across the periods for all four disciplines. Physics starts with
the largest component and finishes with largest component. Biotechnology and sociology
both start with the smallest largest component and grow at about the same rate to finish

6 The most important reason for focusing on only this part of networks is that complete networks were con-

structed only for researchers with complete bibliographies. The second reason is simply computational: direct
blockmodeling procedures take huge amounts of computation time.
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Table 2 Network properties through time

Physics

Mathematics

Biotechnology

Sociology

–

–

Network

t1
1986–1990

t2
1991–1995

t3
1996–2000

t4
2001–2005

Number of vertices
Number of edges
Density
Average degree
Largest distance
Average distance
Number of components
Largest component (%)
Clustering coefficient
No. of blockmodeling clusters
Number of vertices
Number of edges
Density
Average degree
Largest distance
Average distance
Number of components
Largest component (%)
Clustering coefficient
No. of blockmodeling clusters
Number of vertices
Number of edges
Density
Average degree
Largest distance
Average distance
Number of components
Largest component (%)
Clustering coefficient
No. of blockmodeling clusters
Number of vertices
Number of edges
Density
Average degree
Largest distance
Average distance
Number of components
Largest component (%)
Clustering coefficient
No. of blockmodeling clusters

84
173
0.050
4.86
9
2.66
18
52.38
0.467
8
40
14
0.018
0.7
5
2.62
27
30
0
3
16
5
0.042
0.63
1
1
11
12.5
0
6
42
8
0.009
0.38
3
1.57
35
11.9
0.429
5

125
274
0.035
5.06
8
3.44
20
64.8
0.461
8
65
42
0.020
1.29
5
2.34
35
29.23
0.246
5
33
42
0.080
2.55
5
2.45
6
42.42
0.555
7
61
26
0.014
0.85
4
1.74
40
11.48
0.500
6

183
487
0.029
6.1
15
4.8
19
81.42
0.473
10
96
63
0.014
1.31
9
3.94
49
33.33
0.302
7
50
48
0.047
2.32
6
2.88
9
42
0.339
7
88
124
0.032
2.82
8
3.14
41
52.27
0.589
7

234
686
0.025
6.55
16
5.15
21
80.77
0.492
11
135
122
0.013
1.81
10
4.52
53
44.44
0.285
9
79
147
0.048
3.72
8
3.34
8
68.35
0.480
8
111
199
0.033
3.59
7
3.37
36
65.77
0.539
7

next in size to physics. Mathematics has the slowest growth in the size of the largest
component.
Sociology and mathematics, have increasing clustering coefficients in the first three periods which fall slightly in the last one. Biotechnology has the most fluctuating clustering
coefficient while physics starts with the highest such coefficient, which slightly declines
before rising to its final level in the last period. Sociology finishes with the highest
clustering coefficient and mathematics ends with the lowest value of the four disciplines.
The number of positions (blockmodeling clusters) are at their maximum values in the last
time point. The change in the number of positions is the most dramatic for mathematics
while this number changes the least for biotechnology.
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6 Searching for structures with generalized blockmodeling
The basic intuition underlying our analyses is that every scientific discipline has a coreperiphery structure (e.g. Ferligoj and Kronegger 2009). Because a ‘core-periphery structure’
is a much used concept within social science, we specify precisely the meaning of this term as
we use it here. For the rest of this paragraph, the term ‘scientist’ means ‘scientist in a specific
scientific discipline’. A core is defined as a set of cohesive scientists whose members all collaborate with each other. In blockmodeling terms, a core position has a diagonal block that is
complete. There may be multiple cores in the overall structure. If the members of each core
coauthor only with other members of their own core, then all cores are of the same type. We
view this type as simple cores. However, when there is a core whose members also coauthor
in a systematic fashion with members of other cores, we view this a bridging core. (There can
be bridging individuals.) Again, in blockmodeling terms, this is operationalized by having
the off-diagonal blocks for a bridging core as complete blocks. The set of cores can be viewed
as forming the ‘center’ of the network. A semi-periphery is occupied by scientists who are
involved in at least one coauthoring scientific publication with the others inside the scientific
field but do so in a very different fashion compared to members of cores. A small number
of scattered coauthorship ties exist within the semi-periphery. This implies that its diagonal
block is very sparse and is closer to a null block. Some members of the semi-periphery can
also publish with scientists in cores but, again, these coauthorship ties are few and form no
systematic pattern. These off-diagonal blocks between the semi-periphery and all cores are
also very sparse and close to being null blocks. Finally, the periphery is made up of scientists
in who do not collaborate with any other scientists in their field. In blockmodeling terms, the
row and column of blocks for the periphery are null. The only permitted block types are null
and complete (allowing for near-null blocks) and their locations are known. We clustered the
networks assuming the just describe core-periphery structure by fitting pre-specified blockmodels in a deductive fashion within the generalized blockmodeling approach (Doreian et
al. 2005).
The clusters of scientists are called also ‘positions’. The structure of the pre-specified
blockmodel is critical. For the core positions, complete blocks are specified on the diagonal
of the blockmodel. The blocks for ties between cores are either null of complete. For the
semi-periphery, all blocks are sparse and the blocks for the periphery are exactly null. In
delineating the core-periphery as pre-specified blockmodels, we used structural equivalence
and examined partitions with between two and twelve positions. To display the results of a
blockmodeling analysis, it is standard to present a square array where the rows and columns
in the relational matrix have been permuted so that the units of each cluster are placed with
each other. Also, each cluster is separated from other clusters and the boundaries are marked
with solid lines. By convention, the units of the first cluster (position) is presented first, then
the units of the second cluster and so on. The number of clusters for each network (for each
discipline in each time interval) was determined visually and by the drop of the criterion
function (Doreian et al. 2005). The number of clusters in networks through the four time
periods is presented in Table 2 (last line). It varies from 3 to 9 for mathematics, from 5 to 7
for sociology, from 6 to 8 for biotechnology and from 8 to 11 clusters for physics. Generally,
the number of clusters rises with the size of network, which is logical consequence of the
personal limits of each researcher being able to cooperate with a limited number of coauthors
and produce a limited number of publications (Price 1963).
The origins of generalized blockmodeling are found in the study of positions and role
systems (Ferligoj et al. 2010). And it is reasonable to think of scientists as playing roles
within the structure of their field. So, finding structures in the network helps us to reveal how
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scientists collaborate within science and help generate its intrinsic structure. We present the
blockmodel structures for each discipline in each of the four consecutive five-year periods.
With these structures delineated, we go on to examine the mechanisms fostering change in
the structure of these networks. We start by considering the structures of the coauthorship
networks of Slovenian sociologists.
Sociology
The blockmodel partitions for sociology are shown in Fig. 5 where a black square represents
the presence of at least one joint publication for two researchers and a white square represents
the absence of any joint publication. Figure 5 presents the blockmodeling structure of the
sociological coauthorship network in each of the four time periods. The blockmodel for the
first period, t1 , has five positions. Three are small simple cores (the first three positions),
the fourth position is the semi-periphery (with four researchers) and fifth is a large periphery
composed of researchers who did not cooperate within the discipline inside Slovenia. This
blockmodel does not quite have the expected core-periphery form. The one departure involves
the second position whose member coauthored with all but one member of the periphery. This
pattern of ties to actors in another position does have a bridging form. In the second period,
t2 , the network had exactly the form of a core-periphery structure. There are four simple core
positions, each with a complete diagonal block, which are not directly connected to each
other. None of these are bridging cores. The next position is an enlarged semi-periphery. Its
diagonal block is sparse with a sprinkling of ties and there are just seven coauthorship ties
with members of cores. (There is one tie to each of the first three cores and four to the fourth
core.) The final position is the periphery. The number of scientists in the periphery is about
the same as at t1 but, proportionally, it appears to be a smaller part of the network. The center
of the network is slightly larger.
At the third period, t3 , the sociological scientific community reveals a dramatic change
in the structure of collaboration. In this period, 1995–2000, there were five cores. The first,
second, fourth and fifth positions are all cohesive with a small number of ties between them.
The third position is a bridging core: its two members collaborate with each other and with
all members of the first two cores. The fifth position is the semi-periphery and the periphery
is in the last position of this blockmodel. This broad structure remains present in the last time
period, t4 , with four simple cores and a bridging core as the fourth position. These five cores
are the center of the network and, together, they contain only one more sociologist compared
to t3 . The semi-periphery is the next position and became larger and the periphery in the last
position. While the network is much larger at t4 , it is clear that the new authors who were
drawn into the discipline’s publishing activity went primarily into the semi-periphery and
periphery.
Physics
The blockmodel structures for physics are shown in the four panels of Fig. 6, with one blockmodel for each of the four periods. At t1 (top left panel), the first five positions are simple
cores. Of these, the third, fourth and fifth are maximally dense internally with all of their
members collaborating with each other. The fifth core is a bridging core. Both of its members
coauthor with members of the first two simple cores. One of them also collaborates with a
majority of the physicists in the fifth simple core. There are also a small number of collaborative ties involving members of the second and fifth cores. Otherwise, there are no collaborative
ties between members of different cores. This suggests the presence of different research foci
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Fig. 5 Core-periphery blockmodels of sociologists for 4 time periods

for the members of these cores. The seventh position is the semi-periphery. Compared to the
sociological coauthorship network, the semi-periphery has many more members and it has a
larger presence of coauthorship ties. Regarding the latter, the corresponding diagonal block
for the sociologists does not approach this amount of collaborative ties until the final period,
t4 . The semi-periphery for physics is larger than the periphery (the eighth position of the
physics blockmodel), another contrast with sociology.
The blockmodel for t2 also has five simple cores and one bridging core. The bridging core
is the first position and is occupied by one physicist who collaborates with all members in
first three simple cores. All of the five simple cores are larger than all of the cores for t1 .
Indeed, the size of the center of this network increased by more than 60%. In contrast the
center of the sociological network increased by one sociologist. Consistent with the pattern
for physics at t1 , there are coauthorship ties between some members of two cores (the first and
third). Apart from this small number of ties, the cores have no coauthorship ties suggesting
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Fig. 6 Core-periphery blockmodels of physicists for 4 time periods

the persistence of distinct research areas. Both the semi-periphery (seventh position) and the
periphery (eighth position) are larger and the semi-periphery remains larger than the periphery. As was the case for sociology, most of the new entrants into the coauthorship network
are located in the semi-periphery and the periphery.
The number of cores increases to eight in the blockmodel for t3 . However six of them
are simple cores one bridging core, in a clear form, and additional bridging core connected
to one of the researchers in the fifth core. This third position is held by researcher who
could be part of the second core, but was because of lack of any other connections clustered
into separate one. The fifth (bridging) core has authorships with four out of 7 other cores.
A clear collaboration structure between clusters of the network can also be observed with
collaboration between members of cores 2–6, and members of cores 1 and 8. Members of the
seventh core do no collaborate with any author from other cores accept with a few authors
from semi-periphery. The semi-periphery, the ninth position in the blockmodel, has expanded
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dramatically and is much larger than the periphery in the eighth position. Again, bulk of the
expansion takes the form of recruiting new physicists into the semi-periphery.
At t4 we focus our attention initially on the first nine positions. All but the first and
the ninth are clear cores having dense diagonal blocks. The first and eighth positions have
the same profile as in earlier periods being cores without collaborative ties to other cores.
The fourth and fifth positions are especially interesting in the sense that they can be described
in two ways. One is simply to claim that, in essence, they could be merged and viewed as
a single large core, the largest identified thus far. Alternatively, the two can be separated by
the presence of many collaborative ties of one (the fifth core) to the seventh core that have
nothing in common with the members of the fourth core. We prefer the second impression
and we view the fifth core as a bridging core. Not only does it have a large presence of
coauthorship with members of the fourth core, there are many coauthorship ties with members of the seventh core. The ninth position, with few internal coauthorship ties, has many
collaborative ties with members of the sixth position (another core). In terms of descriptors,
this position is best described as being almost a bridging core. We note also that at t4 there are
additional coauthorship ties between the cores beyond those described thus far. The center
of the network expanded by 50% compared to t3 . However, this expansion is much smaller
than for the semi-periphery (in the tenth position) which became huge. The periphery (the
eleventh position) is about the same size but it has shrunk proportionately.
Mathematics
The blockmodels for the mathematicians are different from those of the sociologists and physicists by seeming simpler. They are shown in Fig. 7. At t1 , only three positions are delineated.
The first position can be viewed as a simple core lacking just two coauthorship ties to make it
a complete diagonal block. The second position is the semi-periphery where there are some
coauthorships having no pattern. The third position is a large periphery that is most of the
coauthorship network. The overall impression is that mathematicians did not coauthor with
other mathematicians in this period. In terms of network structure, fragmentation reigned
at t1 .
The structure at t2 is different.The first four delineated positions are simple cores. We
note that these cores are very small, much smaller than the cores of the sociological and
physicist networks. The first core is a ‘pure’ simple core having no ties to mathematicians in
other cores (nor to mathematicians in the semi-periphery). The fifth position has one mathematician with coauthorship ties with members of three cores. This is similar to the single
physicist who bridged cores systematically at t2 . As such, this position is a bridging core.
The semi-periphery (the sixth position) has a small sprinkling of ties in its diagonal blocks
and a small number of links to mathematicians in cores but without systematic patterns. This
semi-periphery is smaller than the periphery in the last position of the blockmodel. However,
both the semi-periphery and periphery have expanded.
At t3 , the blockmodel structure reverts to a simpler core-periphery structure. There are
five simple cores. The largest has five members and the smallest has two members. There
are only two coauthorship ties between the cores. Again, this suggests five distinct research
foci. Both the semi-periphery and periphery have expanded with the periphery still the largest
position. The overall structure does not change much at t4 although there are now seven identified simple (and small) cores having only six coauthorship ties between them. Again, the
semi-periphery and periphery expanded with the periphery remaining the largest position.
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Fig. 7 Core - periphery blockmodels of mathematicians for 4 time periods

Biotechnology
Figure 8 presents the four blockmodels for biotechnology. For t1 , the blockmodel structure
is startlingly simple. It has only six pairs of coauthoring biotechnologists but these six pairs
of biotechnologists each form a simple core. Each diagonal block is complete and this is
the form presented in Fig. 8. There is no semi-periphery and the periphery is larger than the
center of the network. At t2 there was a dramatic change to a clear core-periphery structure.
There are five simple cores ranging in size from 2 to 6 and only one coauthorship tie exists
between one pair of simple cores. There is no bridging core. However, the center comprises
about half of the coauthorship network, a distinctive feature for biotechnology compared to
the other three disciplines. The semi-periphery occupies the sixth position. The periphery is
very small. In essence, the same structure is present at t3 . However, the cores have remained
small while both the semi-periphery and periphery have expanded. The overall blockmodel
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Fig. 8 Core-periphery blockmodeling of biotechnologists in 4 time intervals

structure for t4 is dramatically different. The central part of the network has six cores. The
first, third, fourth and sixth cores are simple cores. Both the second and fourth cores are
bridging cores. The second position of the blockmodel shown in Fig. 8 is occupied by one
biotechnologist. This researcher has one coauthorship tie with a member of the first core and
ties to all the members of the remaining cores (except one member of the second core). All
members of the fourth core have a coauthorship relation with every member of the second
and third cores. The seventh position is a large semi-periphery and the last position is the
periphery.
The single biotechnologist in the second core at t4 plays the same role as the single physicist at t1 and t2 in the coauthorship network for physics and the single mathematician at
t2 for mathematics. There are two obvious differences for biotechnology compared to the
other three disciplines. One difference is that the consolidation, in the form of bridging cores,
occurred only in the last period for biotechnology. The second is that biotechnology has two
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bridging cores. This suggests a greater consolidation among the cores for this field. The central part of the biotechnology network both grew and became more consolidated suggesting
that, despite being a ‘new’ discipline, its core is far more coherent in terms of content than
for the other three fields.
6.1 Partial summary of the temporal blockmodels
For all disciplines, no single blockmodel structure is present at all periods and there are both
similarities and differences between the structures of the disciplines at different points of
time. The most frequently present structure is a simple core-periphery structure where there
are multiple simple cores, a semi-periphery and a periphery. This simple structure is present:
at t1 , and t2 for sociology; at t3 and t4 for physics; at t1 , t3 and t4 for mathematics and at
t1 , t2 and t3 for biotechnology. In general, within this structural form, the number of cores
increases over time for each discipline. The second most frequent blockmodel structure is
the core-periphery form with bridging cores. It occurs at t3 and t4 in sociology, at t1 and
t2 for physics, at t2 for mathematics and at t4 for biotechnology. Bridging cores tend to be
smaller than the simple cores they bridge. Of some interest is that the first appearance of this
structure is latest for biotechnology, the youngest of the four disciplines in Slovenia, and it
is earliest for physics (at t1 ) and mathematics (at t2 ). We use the term ‘consolidated center’
to describe the idea of having both simple and bridging cores. Such a consolidated structure
seems structurally important because it creates a more coherent form for the disciplinary
center and facilitates the exchange of ideas across small specialty cores. Such a consolidation need not be stable. While it was present for physics at t1 , and t2 it was absent at the last
two periods. (However there is a hint of bridging at t4 for physics.) This form was present in
mathematics only for t2 . It was present for sociology at t3 and t4 and for biotechnology at t4 .
It will be interesting to see if the simpler structural form, with only simple cores, will appear
in these two disciplines after 2005. Given that biotechnology at t4 has the most consolidated
disciplinary center (with two bridging cores) this may imply a different structural future
for the field compared to sociology. The two ‘lab’ fields had the periphery smaller than the
semi-periphery while the two ‘office’ fields had peripheries as the largest positions.

7 Understanding the changes in disciplinary structures
In the previous section, we presented the blockmodel structures of the coauthorship networks
for four disciplines for four consecutive 5-year periods. All four disciplines have structures
that, in the main, change from period to period. These structures are not static and, while
the structural forms we have detected have interest value of their own, it is necessary to
present a less descriptive account of these changes. This amounts to an attempt to present a
possible causal account of these changes. We tackle this in three ways: (i) we look closely at
the movement of scientists between positions to see if the cores are the same through time
or whether scientists move between them; (ii) we examine institutional collaboration as one
driver of change and (iii) we look at the content of research domains and publications.
In doing this, we focus on sociology for two primary reasons. First, doing this for all four
disciplines would lead to an extremely long document and, second, we are most familiar with
this field. Inevitably, disciplinary specific information will be required to account for some
of the changes in the forms of collaboration networks. This section, then, is a preliminary
demonstration of how the understanding of structural change can be constructed. The detailed
examination for physics, mathematics and biotechnology is a core part of our future agenda.
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Evolution of blocks
Given the empirical finding that a consolidated core-periphery blockmodel structure appeared
first in t3 for sociology, we follow the changes in the memberships of positions from this
period to the last period (t4 ). At both periods there were 7 positions: 5 cores, a semi-periphery
and periphery. Of particular interest are the cores of the network. The first panel of Fig. 9
displays the structure at the start point (t3 ) for this detailed examination. Five cores are presented together with a fragment from part of the semi-periphery. The collaborative ties for
members of the five cores are marked by the core’s number. The use of the label 6 is for the
ties that are present in the semi-periphery. We have not labeled the ties between positions
because they are not relevant to our discussion of cores. The second panel of Fig. 9 presents
the blockmodel structure at t4 with all of the ties within and between cores. However, rather
than label the ties themselves, as we did for t3 , we put labels into the diagonal of the panel
for t4 . The labels 1 through 5 represent the numbers of the cores that were identified for t3 .
The label 6 denotes sociologists who were present in the semi-periphery at the former time
point, the label 7 is used for sociologists who are members of the periphery, and the label 8
for the ones who were new to the coauthorship network at t4 . We look at these sociologists
first. Examination of the second panel of Fig. 9 shows that just one member of the periphery
managed to move into a core. This suggests that moving from the periphery at one point of
time to a core at a later point in time is highly unlikely, which means that single authors or
authors that collaborate only with others outside the discipline stay in that position. Only two
of the sociologists new to the system (denoted by number 8) at t4 move into a core (the third)
implying that newcomers to the network do not fare much better than periphery members in
moving into a research core.
We turn now to consider the composition of the clusters. First, Cluster 1 from t3 had
vanished by t4 . The members of this core went either to the semi-periphery, the periphery
or left the system entirely. Cluster 2 from t3 largely persisted at t4 . It lost one member who
moved to the third core at t4 and another who moved into the semi-periphery in the second
panel of Fig. 9. Although this core lost two members, it gained three members. Two of the
new members came from the t3 Cluster 3 (which is the whole core and was a bridging core
for cores 1 and 2) and one from the semi-periphery in t3 . Cluster 4 (of t3 ) had vanished also
by t4 . The only difference between this vanishing core and t3 ’s first core is that one member
did remain in a core, the third at t4 . This core is, in essence, new in terms of its composition.
It has one member of the t3 Cluster 2 and the solo survivor of the old Cluster 4. These two
sociologists are joined by the only two complete newcomers to the network who reached a
core. The last member of this new core came from the old semi-periphery (Cluster 6 at t3 ).
The old Cluster 5, as a core, split into two parts at t4 . Three of its members remained in a
core (the fourth as shown in Fig. 9) and another three of its members were joined by three
other sociologists from semi-periphery to form the first core at t4 (see Fig. 9). The remaining
member of the old Cluster 5 moved to the semi-periphery identified at t4 . At t4 , another new
cluster emerged. Two members of this fifth cluster come from semi-periphery, one comes
from periphery and one remains from cluster number five. The cluster 4 at t4 is a bridging
cluster for clusters 1 and 5.
Our earlier results (in Sect. 6) showed that there were cores present in all periods and
that these cores varied in number. Those results implicitly raised the issues of whether extant
cores truly persisted and where new cores came from. Given the results in this section, we
can now address these issues. Some cores simply disintegrate. In the main, members of
these cores move either to the periphery or leave the system. (It is possible that, while they
do not collaborate with Slovene sociologists, they may coauthor scientific productions with
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Fig. 9 Comparison of the core cluster membership in t3 and t4 for the network of sociologists. Different
numbers in the squares present cluster membership in the period t3 . The numbers 1 to 5 indicate members of
5 core clusters, number 6 indicates authors who are part of semi-periphery, and number 7 authors who belong
to periphery cluster. In bottom part of the figure in last period, t4 , the number 8 indicates authors who were
not yet present in t3
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t3 : 1995 - 2000

t4 : 2000 - 2005

Fig. 10 Comparing the core clusters by research group equality (sociologists in t3 and t4 ). Black squares on
the ties between two researchers denote working in the same research group while the grey diamonds represent
ties between pairs of sociologists working in different research groups

researchers in other discipline or with sociologists outside Slovenia.) It is possible for a core
to persist largely intact, as was the case with Cluster 2 at t3 . They may lose a small number
of members and recruit a small number of new members. Cores can split and become two
new cores. In the Slovenian case, coauthor ties were maintained between the two new cores.
New cores can form with a seeding of scientists who have departed from other cores. Based
on the data for Slovene sociologists, it is unlikely that a new core will be formed either by
newcomers to the systems (who are likely to be younger) or members of the semi-periphery,
and this is even less likely from periphery.
Institutional collaboration
One obvious speculation is that scientists collaborating in producing scientific publications
do so at the same research setting. Even though such a speculation has a ‘pre-Internet’ connotation, it has some intuitive appeal because face-to-face interaction is facilitated by being in
the same physical location. The question addressed here is simple: Do the sociologists in core
clusters work at the same research unit (e.g., department, research center)? Here, we look
closely at two periods, t3 and t4 as we did in Fig. 9. Fig. 10 presents the part of the coauthorship networks with only cores7 but does so with a slightly different representation of the ties.
The coauthorship ties for a pairs of scientists working in the same research unit are denoted
by black squares. Coauthorship ties for sociologists working in different organizational units
are represented by grey diamonds.
The ties between members of the first core shown in Fig. 10 at t3 (left panel) conforms
exactly to the expectation of scientists working at the same institution: they form a complete
block with all members coauthoring with each other. Despite the fact that researchers of this
cluster come from the same research group this core vanishes in the next time point.
Most of the members of the second core at t3 work in the same research group with the
remaining two of them being located in different research settings. The second core at t4
consists of members working in the same research group. Let us remember that the second
core at t4 now consists of part of the second cluster and the third cluster from previous time
7 We have included some of the ties for the next position shown in Fig. 5.
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period. The two researchers from the third core at t3 are very interesting: they collaborate
with most of the members of the second core who are also from the same research setting and
also with all members of the first core without working in the same place. It is an example
of consolidation of the research group.
The ties between members of the fourth core form a complete diagonal block but there
is only one coauthorship tie that involves researchers from the same place. As mentioned
before, the first and the fourth cores at t3 disappear at t4 , although they have very different
organizational structure: the first consisted of members working in the same research unit and
the fourth consisted of members working in different places. In this case, the organizational
structure of the research effects the network structure in different ways regarding continuity.
The fifth core at t3 , while larger, displays the same pattern with the majority of ties
involve coauthors from different research settings. This core subsequently divided into two
parts: researchers working in different research units were merged into the first cluster at t4
and the three of them working in the same research unit formed the fourth core in t4 .
The detailed examination in this subsection shows that the expectation of sociologists
coauthoring because they work in the same place is too simplistic and that collaborations
occur across research settings. Of course, this is not an earth shattering result but it forms the
foundation for looking more closely at how researchers in different research settings come
to coauthor scientific productions.
Content driven collaboration
One obvious potential mechanism driving research collaboration is that researchers who collaborate wihin a discipline also share the same scientific interests within the broader field (e.g.
Moody 2004). However, this does not imply that coauthoring researchers have to share many
interests. All that is required is that they share enough interests in order to work together.
Even a single shared interest may be enough to support a collaboration. To examine the extent
to which the volume of shared interests drives collaboration, we considered items from the
set of keywords available in the bibliographic database and titles of publications. Because
there are many content words, we first clustered them into 100 clusters. Given these clusters,
we operationalized the ‘strength’ of a tie between two researchers as the percentage of the
overlapping clusters of words used in their publications. For this procedure we could only use
words in Slovene that were available for 2370 or 82% of all bibliographic units published by
sociologists8 . Words were lemmatized (Erjavec et al. 2005) and clustered, using the k-means
method, according to their occurrence in the scientific productions.
Figure 11 contains the same coauthorship data as in Figs. 9 and 10 only the ties are
represented in terms of their strength (common interests). Again, we consider only t3 and
t4 to show the impact of common interests on coauthorship ties. The darker the representation of the tie, the greater the overlap of sociological interests. In terms of dynamics, the
fourth cluster is particularly interesting. This cluster was present at t3 but had dissolved by
t4 . The shading of ties in the diagonal block form this core at t3 are light representing low
levels of common interests. In contrast, the second cluster, present at both t3 and t4 , shows
much greater overlap of common interest. Moreover, the shading for this cluster at t4 shows
a greater overlap in interests at the later time point. The age of core does not automatically
imply greater overlaps in the interests of sociologists who collaborate. The newly formed
(third) core at t4 came into existence with high levels of common interests. Even though the
8 In the database most of publications is tagged with keywords in Slovene regardless the language in the text

of publication.
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Fig. 11 Comparing the obtained core clusters for the common content (sociologists in t3 and t4 ). The strength
of the color on a tie presents the percentage of overlapping clusters of words used in authors’ publications

fifth core cluster at t3 had split by t4 , there was still some cooperation among colleagues in
different cores that was driven, in part, by the overlaps of interests.
These results make it clear that there is no simple link between the existence of a scientific
core and the overlap in interests of the researchers in a discipline when a temporal perspective
is adopted. This makes eminent sense. Some collaborations can be driven for a narrow topic
that does not demand that the participants share a lot of interests. At the other extreme, long
term members of a broad research tradition are more likely to share more common interests
and so work together. Moreover, some research topics become ‘hot’ and so draw scholars to
them. Some of these hot topics are fruitful enough that they persist while others do not live
up to their promise and lose adherents. As individuals, some scholars have the same set of
interests for long periods of time while others move from topic to topic. Lumping them all
of these variations together into a ‘single coauthorship network’ and focusing only on the
whole runs the risk of obscuring factors that drive the change in coauthorship patterns over
time.
It seems clear that the levels of interest for the same research topic, as measured by the
usage of common words in titles and keywords of the published bibliographic units, do have
an impact on the overall structure of scientific collaboration. Our results suggest that low
overlap of common interests in a scientific core are consistent with short term persistence
while high overlap is strongly linked to coauthorship ties that persist longer in time. Given
that the commitment to interests by scientists can vary over time, the overlap of these interests has an impact not only on the duration of particular collaboration but also on the overall
structure of coauthorship in science.

8 Software
All of the described clustering of attribute and relational data procedures are implemented in
Pajek - program for analysis and visualization of large networks (Batagelj and Mrvar 2003). It
is freely available, for non-commercial use, at: http://pajek.imfm.si. All calculations besides
clustering were made with using R and some visualizations were made with an R package
for Generalized and classical blockmodeling of valued networks (Ziberna 2007).
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9 Conclusion
The unique information database of all publications of the Slovenian researchers provides an
extraordinary opportunity to study coauthorship networks of entire disciplines of a country
through time.
In the article we tested some known hypotheses (H1, H2, and H3) and some new ones
(H4, H5, and H6). We confirmed the hypothesis of different publication cultures between
researchers who work in the natural or technical sciences like physics or biotechnology and
those who work in the social sciences like sociology. It also became clear that the differences
among disciplines do not depend only on the subject of research but also on the nature of the
work. In so called “lab” disciplines, collaboration of scientists and publishing coauthoring
productions has been present for a long time. In contrast, disciplines where research groups
and teamwork are not so crucial for scientific activity have less coauthorship activity. Yet
while, overall, there have been changes from publishing as single authors to publishing in
cooperation with other scientists in recent years, not all fields were effected in the same way.
For the period we considered, the level of single authored publications in physics remained
very low while there were changes in different form of who the collaboration partners were.
In biotechnology, the initial level of solo authorship was and declined to levels comparable to
physics. The remaining disciplines, mathematics and sociology, had very high levels of solo
authorship initially and these levels declined dramatically for both fields. However, these
declines in the single authored publishing culture occurred in different ways. For mathematics, the steady decrease started in 1980 and stabilized around 1995. The decrease of single
authorships among sociologists remained high through 1995 and then dropped dramatically.
Given the presence of coauthorship, the structural forms of these collaborations for each
field merited attention. We applied generalized blockmodeling on network slices in four fiveyear consecutive periods for four disciplines. The disciplines had different detailed structures
at different times. However, all can could be characterized by a clear core-periphery structure
with small multiple cores, comprised of scientists coauthoring with all, or most, colleagues
in their core, a large semi-periphery made up of authors who coauthors a little but have
no systematic patterns or presence of collaboration and periphery of authors who do not
coauthor with scientists in the same field within Slovenia. In the main, they publish only as
single authors but some of these scientists can coauthor productions with researchers from
other disciplines or researchers from outside Slovenia. Comparison of blockmodels between
disciplines through time showed that clear core-periphery structure is not always present in
coauthorship networks at the early time periods.
Of particular interest is a subset of core-periphery structures having bridging cores made
up of researchers who collaborate systematically with members of other cores. Separate cores
with no or few collaborative ties between them point to fields whose centers focus on different
main disciplinary problems. But disciplines having a bridging core have a much more consolidated and coherent center where content areas are linked. However, these consolidated
centers are not present at every period and they need not be stable. Such a consolidated center
appeared earliest for physics in Slovenia and was present for the first two periods that we
studied. It was not present in the third period but there were hints of a reappearance of this
form in Physics. For mathematics it appeared once in the second period and then vanished.
This consolidated structure appeared in sociology later, in the third period, and then persisted
into the fourth. For biotechnology, this form did not appear until that last period and, while
this was the latest appearance for a discipline, it occurred in a particularly strong form with
two bridging cores. At the end of the period studied, biotechnology and physics had more
coherent centers than mathematics.
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The coauthorship network expanded for all disciplines throughout the 20 years we examined. In the main, this expansion took the form of recruiting new scientists to the semiperiphery or periphery of their fields. The ‘lab’ disciplines, physics and biotechnology, had
peripheries that were much smaller than the semi-peripheries and the reverse was true for the
’office’ disciplines of mathematics and sociology.
In the last part of the article we explored some of the driving forces for the forms taken
by scientific coauthorship networks. For this, we focused on the sociological network with
respect of possible migration patterns between positions in the overall structure, research
group membership and similarity of scientific interests. All three forces do have an impact
but they are not simple impacts. Some scientific cores persist, some split into multiple cores
and some completely disintegrate. The obvious expectation that cores are centered on specific
work environments does not hold. Some do but some do not. But even though scientific cores
need not be filled by specialists from the same research locations but they are more likely to
persist when they do. The strength of the overlap in scientific interests has some impact on
the formation of scientific cores but it does not appear to guarantee their survival.
Here, we studied the three drivers of network structure and the obvious next step is examine
them in conjunction. Clearly, there is a need to study the changes in the other three disciplines
in the same fashion. We will also consider these and other mechanisms at the level of actors
in the SIENA models to test hypotheses statistically. This will require the combination of
a micro-level analyses with the scientists and macro-level studies of the overall structure
of a discipline. The role of consolidated center for scientific disciplines seems particularly
important and with regard to the content and productivity in each discipline.
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